
          MONDAY, 01/04/24 

 

R4 LE CROISE-LAROCHE [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX DE PAQUES - 2825m (a2m) - Class F Race - Harness - EUR € 

21,000  

 
1. INTACT PONT ROYAL - Disqualified in a class F at Bihorel-les-Rouen over 2500m on the 17 
of March.Remains barefoot and has had a run back after a break 

2. IDEAL D'AUCHY - A winner in a class G at Strasbourg over 2825m on the 3 of March. 
Lightened in its fittings and can be involved at the finish 

3. IT'S DU QUENNE - Disqualified in a class F at this track over 2825m on the 25 of March. 
Remains barefoot and is an unlikely winner 

4. ISCO DE WATOU - Was 6th in a class F at this track over 2825m on the 25 of March. 
Performed well in the latest at this track and can be involved in the finish 

5. I LOVE DE VIETTE - Finished 5th in a class F at Abbeville over 3150m on the 10th of 
September. Been on a long break and probably will need it 

6. ISARIA DU GUELIER - Disqualified in a class F at this track over 2825m on the 25 of March. 
When last placed was at this track and can play a minor role 

7. IBLISS MAYBE - Was 8th in a class F at this track over 2825m on the 25 of March. Others are 
preferred in this line-up 

8. IROS DU GOUTIER - Disqualified at Kuurne over 2300m on the 10 of December. Disqualified  
the last two attempts and has been on a break 

9. ILDO DU VIVIER - Disqualified in a class E at La Capelle over 2750m on the 24 of March. 
Ignoring the latest start can improve to be involved in the finish 

10. INDIANAPOLIS - Finished 9t in a class E at Caen over 2200m on the 11 of March. Will need 
to improve on recent efforts 

11. I FEEL PRETTY - Finished 9th in a class F at this track over 2825m on the 25 of March. 
Unshod on all four feet, she has the ability to make the frame 

12. ILLICO DES BROUETS - Second on a class D at Rouen-Mauquenchy over 2850m on the 18 
of March. Has performed well on this track and deserves to be respected. Remains barefoot 

13. IBRAHIM DU RIB - Finished 9th in a class D at Vincennes over 2700m on the 9 of January. 
Major disqualification issues and best to pass by 

14. ISIA DU CHENE - Finished 6th in a class E at Meslay-du-Maine over 2600m on the 19 of 
March. Gabriele Gelormini is entrusted to do the assisting and remains barefoot 

15. I LOVE IGNY - Disappointing 9th on a class D at Vincennes over 2100m on the 22 of March. 
If wise at the start can be competitive and can go close 

16. ISABEY QUESNOT - Finished 5th in a class F at Machecoul over 2700m on the 24 of March. 
Tries barefoot and can place at best 
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Summary: I LOVE IGNY (15) can fight for the victory in an open event. He does remain shod. 
ILLICO DES BROUETS (12) performs well on this track and deserves to be respected. ILDO DU 
VIVIER (9)is another who can be involved in the finish along with with ISIA DU CHENE (14) who 
remains barefoot. IDEAL D'AUCHY (2) also has a chance in a competitive event. 

SELECTIONS 

I LOVE IGNY (15) - ILLICO DES BROUETS (12) - ILDO DU VIVIER (9) - ISIA DU CHENE 

(14) 
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C2 - PRIX ZETURF - CA VA ALLER ! - 2700m (a1m1/2) - Class D Race - 

Harness - EUR € 35,000  

 
1. GO GO GIGI - Disappointing 10th in a class D at Enghien over 2875m on the 15 of February. 
More will be needed and best to pass by 

2. EXPRESS DUO - Finished 6th in a class C Enghien over 2875m on the 19 of March. An 
unlikely winner on recent form 

3. FLAMBOYANT DU RIB - Disqualified in a class D at Cagnes-sur-Mer over 2150m on the 29 of 
February. Happy to ignore 

4. HELLO PANAME - runner-up in a class D at Saint-Galmier over 2025m on the 16 of March. 
On good last effort must be in with a chance at the win 

5. GRAVALETA - Disappointing 11th in a class D at Enghien over 2875m on the 15 of February. 
Lightened in her shoeing and can play a minor role 

6. FEEL SMART - Was 8th in a class D at Vincennes over 2100m on the 28 of February. It could 
be the value of the race. Each way chance at best 

7. FEU DE REVOLTE - Disqualified in a class D at Enghien over 2875m on the 15 of March. 
Performs well at this track and should be involved in the finish 

8. FOR LOVING YOU - Finished 7th in a class D at Enghien over 2875m on the 15 of March. She 
is a quality mare and deserves to be respected 

9. HARRY COHIAIS - A winner at Mons over 2840m on the 21 of March. Remains unshod and is 
in good form. Should make a bold bid. 

10. ENZO SLIPPER - Disappointing 10th in a class D at this track over 2825m 9 of 
March.Remains barefoot and others are preferred 

11. GLOWING MOKO - Disqualified in a class F at Cagnes-sur-Mer over 2150m on the 29 of 
February.Remains barefoot but not in the best of form 

12. HABIT DE SOIREE - Fourth in a class D at Enghien over 2150m on the 8 of March. Starting 
in the second row but has sufficient means to fight for the victory 

13. FALCON JET - Was 5th at Mons over 2840m on the 21 of March. Freddy Grisez trains and is 
another worth having a look at 

14. FELICITA D'ECOUVES - Finished 5th in a class D at Rouen-Mauquenchy over 2150m on the 
18 of March. Can improve on the recent effort. 

15. ESPOIR DU JOUR - Disqualified in a class D Mounted event over 2875m on the 12 of March. 
Others are preferred in its line up 

16. HELENCIO - Second at Wolvega over 3100m on the 23 of March.Reverts to barefoot and can 
play a minor role at best 

Summary: HARRY COHIAIS (9) is in good form and coming off a win at Mons. This is a tougher 
task but he may well follow up. HELLO PANAME (4) only found one better last time and has a 
winning chance in a competitive race. HABIT DE SOIREE (12) starts in the second row but is 
clearly not out of it against these rivals. FEU DE REVOLTE (7) likes this track and would not be a 
surprise winner. 
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SELECTIONS 

HARRY COHIAIS (9) - HELLO PANAME (4) - HABIT DE SOIREE (12) - FEU DE REVOLTE 

(7) 
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C3 - PRIX DES DELICES DE PAQUES - 2825m (a2m) - Class F Race - 

Mounted - EUR € 27,000  

 
1. HATE YOU BEYLEV - A winner in a class F at Caen over 2450m on the 18 of March. Although 
he remains shod he can follow up 

2. GREAT GATSBY - Disqualified in a class G at La Capelle over 2750m on the 10 of March. 
Poor recent efforts and best to pass by 

3. ISLENA - Runner-up in a class F at Enghien over 2875m on the 16 of March. If wise can be 
involved in the finish. A recent winner at this track. 

4. HELENE D'OSTAL - Runner-up in a class G at Riems over 2550m on the 16 of March. Very 
consistent in Mounted events and has to be respected 

5. FRIDAY - Fourth in a class F at Amiens over 2900m on the 6 of March. Remains barefoot and 
is a consistent sort 

6. IT'S MY DREAM - Disqualified in a class E at Argentan over 2875m on the 28 of 
March.Reverts to barefoot 

7. IKURO JIEL - Runner-up in a class F at Caen over 2450m on the 21 of March. Remains 
barefoot and has sufficient means to fight out the finish 

8. HIRO DE L'ORMERIE - Finished 7th in a class D at Vincennes over 2200m on the 13 of 
February. Others are preferred in this line-up 

9. FIRST DE ROUGEMONT - Disqualified in a class F at Enghien over 2875m on the 26 of 
March. Reverts to barefoot. Can play a minor role at best 

10. FRICHTI - Finished 6th in a class E at this track over 2700m on the 9 of March. Reverts to 
barefoot. Track winner in March last year 

11. GROUND ZERO - Disqualified in a class D at Vincennes over 2700m on the 22 of February. 
Others are preferred in this line-up 

Summary: HATE YOU BEYLEV (1) remains shod but won well enough last time out to think 
another win was not far away. ISLENA (3) has won at this course and was not disgraced when 
runner-up last time out. HELENE D'OSTAL (4) is very consistent in Mounted races and only 
found one better last time out. IKURO JIEL (7) remains barefoot and is another in good heart that 
should contest the finish 

SELECTIONS 

HATE YOU BEYLEV (1) - ISLENA (3) - HELENE D'OSTAL (4) - IKURO JIEL (7) 
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C4 - PRIX DES TULIPES CONTRE LE CANCER - 2825m (a2m) - Class F 

Race - Harness - EUR € 21,000  

 
1. JEAN JOSEPH - Disqualified in a class G at La Capelle over 2750m on the 10 of 
March.Remains barefoot and is hard to trust. 

2. JOKAI DES ROIS - Runner-up in a class G at La Capelle over 2750m on the 10 of March. 
Seldom far off them and can go close 

3. JACKPOT DES MONTS - Disqualified in a class F at Reims over 2500m on the 16 of March. 
When last at this track performed well wen second 

4. JACK LONDON - Disqualified in a class F at Reims over v2500m on the 21 of March. Reverts 
to barefoot which might indicate the well-being. 

5. JUST BE GOOD - Finished 8th in a class F Mounted event at Caen over 2450m on the 18 of 
March. Others are preferred in this line-up 

6. JUPITER DE MAISY - Disqualified in a class E at Vincennes over 2850m on the 28 of 
November. Might need the run after the absence 

7. JUNIOR STEED - Runner-up in a class F at Reims over 2500m on the 16 of March. Romain 
Derieux is the trainer and takes the reins, a good winning chance 

8. JAGER BOUMBOUM - Was 6th on a class F at Maure de-Bretagne over 2850m on the 16 of 
March. Reverts to barefoot and on best form can be involved in the finish 

9. JUST IMAGINE - Finished 6th in a class F at this track over 2825m on the 25 of March. Others 
are preferred in this line-up 

10. JOIA DE PIENCOURT - Third in a class F at this track over 2700m on the 25 of March. 
Remains barefoot and was a good third at this track in the latest 

11. JUSTE AVANT - Runner-up in a class F at Lisieux over 2675m on the 16 of March. Remains 
barefoot and starts from the second row. Deserves to be respected and can go close again 

12. JIM KING - Fourth in a class F at Caen over 2200m on the 14 of March. Improved in the 
latest effort and this will be the third run back from a break 

13. JUST PRETTY ONE - Disqualified in a class F at Caen over 2200m on the 18 of March. Has 
sufficient means to fight for the victory 

14. JIRCA DU COQ - Unplaced in a class E at Rouen-Mauquenchy over 2850m on the 18 of 
March. Two below-par efforts since returning from a break 

Summary: JUNIOR STEED (7) only found one better on the day last time out but could be ready 
to score. There are many dangers, though and JUSTE AVANT (11) is one of them. This gelding 
is knocking hard at the door. JUST PRETTY ONE (13) was disqualified last time out but is 
capable of winning if in the mood. JOKAI DES ROIS (2) is seldom far off and deserves respect in 
this line-up. 

SELECTIONS 

JUNIOR STEED (7) - JUSTE AVANT (11) - JUST PRETTY ONE (13) - JOKAI DES ROIS (2) 
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C5 - PRIX DE LA LYS - 2700m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Harness - EUR € 

21,000  

 
1. KING DU TRY - Holding form and was third last time in Class E at Reims over 2550m on 16 
March. Can make the frame 

2. KRAC BOREAL - Improving and was a good winner last time out in Class F at this course over 
2825m on 26 February. Can complete a hat-trick 

3. KASHMIR PRESTANCE - A winner of three of five starts including when barefoot last time out 
in Class F over this track and trip on 9 March. Big chance 

4. KADO DE VANDEL - Won on debut but has lost the way of late and was 8th in Class C last 
time out at Châtelaillon-La Rochelle over 2500m on 9 August. Likely to need this run returning 
from a break 

5. KABOBBY SANT - On a long losing run but did not run too badly when 5th last time out in 
Class E at Reims over 2550m on 16 March. Might place 

6. KENTUCKY SAM - Struggling of late and was 9th last time out in Class E at Caen over 2200m 
on 18 March. Barefoot and capable of improvement but others are preferred 

7. KERNO - Yet to win a race but was runner-up last time out in Class F at Rouen-Mauquenchy 
over 2150m on 18 March. Can contest the finish 

8. KINDER DE LA NAVE - Disappointing form of late and was 8th last time out over this track 
and trip on 25 March. Capable of earning some minor money 

9. KHA ETOILE - Hard to trust but did run well when runner-up last time out over this course and 
distance on 9 March. Not out of it 

10. KORLY MONTAVAL - Has won a race but does have major disqualification issues and was 
disqualified last time out at La Capelle on 20 March. Best watched for now 

11. KAPRICE DE CHANJAC - Very unreliable and was fourth last time out in Class E at La 
Capelle over 2700m on 11 November. Tough task returning from a break 

12. KNOW BY NOW - Yet to win a race and was 5th last time out in Class E at Vincennes over 
2700m on 2 January. Can contest the finish again 

13. KING KONG SMILE - Fair form of late and was third last time out in Class F at Rouen-
Mauquenchy over 2150m on 18 March. Might play a minor role 

14. KRONOS DU GOUTIER - Modest last run when 6th last time out in Class F at Graignes over 
2700m on 17 March. Did better at Mons before that but needs to find a few lengths to win this 
race 

Summary: KASHMIR PRESTANCE (3) has been good so far winning three of five starts 
including when barefoot last time out. He remains barefoot and can add another win to his tally. 
KRAC BOREAL (2) is sure to be a serious threat after two nice wins. KHA ETOILE (9) ran well 
last time out behind KHA ETOILE (9) but has proven hard to trust. KNOW BY NOW (12) is also 
capable of contesting the finish. 

SELECTIONS 
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KASHMIR PRESTANCE (3) - KRAC BOREAL (2) - KHA ETOILE (9) - KNOW BY NOW (12) 
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C6 - PRIX DE LA SCARPE - 2700m (a1m1/2) - Class E Race - Harness - 

EUR € 21,000  

 
1. KITA DE REVE - Yet to win a race and was 6th last time out in Class E at Vincennes over 
2850m on 20 February. Place chance 

2. KYRIELLE JOMUNA - In good form of late and was a winner last time out in Class F at Reims 
over 2500m on 21 March. Improving and can follow up 

3. KRYZAYA - Yet to win and was disqualified last time out at Enghien on 12 March. Capable of 
better and could make the frame 

4. KARELIA - Disappointing last run when in Class E at Lisieux over 2100m on 20 March. Did 
better when barefoot in penultimate start and is barefoot again. Place chance 

5. KAMELIE DU CAMPUS - Won on debut but has lost the way since then and was disqualified 
last time out at Reims on 16 March. Others are preferred 

6. KALINE D'ERPION - Improved since going barefoot and was fourth last time out in Class E at 
Reims over 2550m on 16 March. Can contest the finish again 

7. KROSSBLADE - Holding form since going barefoot and was third last time out in Class E at 
Cagnes-sur-Mer over 2925m on 5 March. Could play a minor role 

8. KARA MARIS - A bit unreliable and was disqualified last time out at Enghien on 12 March. 
Capable of playing a minor role 

9. KANDY LIFE - Unreliable and was disqualified last time out at Caen on 21 March. Capable of 
scoring when in the mood 

10. KELLY DU MENIL - Not disgraced when 6th last time out in Class F at Rouen-Mauquenchy 
over 2150m on 18 March. Better this distance and should fight out the finish 

Summary: KELLY DU MENIL (10) may only have been sixth last time out but is better this 
distance and can bounce back to score. KYRIELLE JOMUNA (2) is improving and coming off a 
good win so deserves the utmost respect. KALINE D'ERPION (6) has improved since going 
barefoot and can contest the finish again. KRYZAYA (3) was disqualified last time out but is 
capable of making the frame. 

SELECTIONS 

KELLY DU MENIL (10) - KYRIELLE JOMUNA (2) - KALINE D'ERPION (6) - KRYZAYA (3) 
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C7 - PRIX DE LA SAMBRE - 2825m (a2m) - Class F Race - Mounted - EUR 

€ 21,000  

 
1. JOKER DU NORD - Returned to his best when a barefoot winner last time out at Wolvega over 
2600m on 23 March in a harness race. Tries a Mounted race and tackles tougher 

2. JEAN PIERRE - Has lost his way of late and was disqualified last time out at Rouen-
Mauquenchy on 18 March. Capable of bouncing back to score 

3. JAVOTTE D'ARDENNES - Only win was in a harness race and was fourth last time out in 
Class G at La Capelle over 2750m on 24 March. Tough task back in a Mounted race 

4. JAIZKIBEL - Has disqualification issues but is in good form and was runner-up last time out in 
Class F Mounted race at Rouen-Mauquenchy over 2850m on 18 March. Big chance 

5. JIVAGO DU RILER - Unreliable of late and was 6th last time out in Class F at Rouen-
Mauquenchy over 2850m on 18 March. Capable of playing a minor role 

6. JOBERMAN DU HOME - Usually gives of his best and was runner-up last time out in Class F 
over this course and distance on 25 March. Go close 

7. JOKARIA ORIENTALE - Improving and was fourth last time out in Class F over this track and 
trip on 25 March. Not out of it 

8. JESS D'HERTALS - Disappointing last two runs and was 8th last time out in Class E over this 
course and distance on 4 March. Tries a Mounted race and could improve 

9. JUST IN CADENCE - Moderate last two starts and was 7th last time out in a harness race at 
Caen over 2200m on 7b March. Disqualified the last time she ran in a Mounted race and others 
are preferred 

Summary: JAIZKIBEL (4) is in good form and can go one better on his good recent runner-up 
performance. JOBERMAN DU HOME (6) is game and consistent and should be right there in the 
mix of things. JEAN PIERRE (2) has lost the way of late but is capable of bouncing back to score 
on best form. JOKARIA ORIENTALE (7) is improving and was not disgraced last time out. 

SELECTIONS 

JAIZKIBEL (4) - JOBERMAN DU HOME (6) - JEAN PIERRE (2) - JOKARIA ORIENTALE (7) 
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C8 - PRIX DE LA DEULE - 2825m (a2m) - Class E Race - Harness - EUR € 

21,000  

 
1. LENSOIS DU DOLLAR - Disqualified on his debut at La Capelle on 11 November. Likely to be 
smarter this time but others are preferred 

2. LADY DU CHENE - Not disgraced when third on debut in Class F over this track and trip on 9 
March. Might play a minor role 

3. LAUREL TURGOT - Fair first three runs and was 5th last time out in Class F at Laval over 
2850m on 7 March. Could earn some minor money 

4. L'HAVANA D'ELMA - Fluffed her lines last time out when disqualified at Vincennes on 22 
March. Capable of better and is not out o it 

5. LITTLE LOVE - Did all that was asked of him on debut winning at  Bihorel-lès-Rouen over 
2500 on 17 March. Tackles tougher but can follow up 

6. LUCKY CASTELETS - Two good runs to date and was fourth last time out in Class E at 
Rouen-Mauquenchy over 2150m on 18 March. Should contest the finish 

7. LEXINGTON LANDING - Won well on his debut but was disqualified last time out at Châtillon-
sur-Chalaronne on 25 March. Capable of bouncing back to score 

8. LEOLIO - Fair form so far and was 5th last time out in Class D at Vincennes over 2175m on 18 
January. Can fight out the finish 

9. LATINA TOURNIBOIS - Won on her debut but has lost her way since then and was 
disqualified last time out at Vincennes on 8 December. Tough task this time out 

10. LEPIDOPTERISTE - Won well on debut in Class E at Cagnes-sur-Mer over 2925m on 20 
February. Can double up 

Summary: LITTLE LOVE (5) won nicely on debut and could well be up to following up against 
some tougher rivals in this lucky last race. LEPIDOPTERISTE (10) drops in trip after his debut 
win but should fight out the finish. LEOLIO (8) has some fair form and could be ready to strike. 
L'HAVANA D'ELMA (4) is better than the last start disqualification and deserves some respect. 

SELECTIONS 

LITTLE LOVE (5) - LEPIDOPTERISTE (10) - LEOLIO (8) - L'HAVANA D'ELMA (4) 

 


